Alice in Wonderland
1. Do you think you would have jumped down the rabbit

hole as Alice does?
2. How does Alice fall down the rabbit hole?
3. Which animal were stupid and which were clever?
4. Explain why the cheshire cat considers itself mad'?
5. Why did not Alice like her sister’s book?
6. Why does Alice find herself swimming in salt water?

How does she offend the mouse she encounters?
7. What do you know about the author of Alice in

Wonderland ?
8. Can you explain, using examples from life and the text,

how Alice’s adventures in Wonderland plays out to people
going through life changes.
9. How does Alice change in her ability to deal with adults

who frustrate her?
10. "I'm late! I'm late! For a very important date! Who says

this?
11. Who helped Alice ?
12. The Red Queen. She always yells, "OFF WITH HIS

HEAD!" Why?

13. What does Alice not wear to the tea party?
14. What is a daisy in Alice's adventure?

15. What is the meaning of what cheshier said “the food in
wonderland can make you older but you will learn in
experience”?
16. How is the Court described in the story? Can it be

considered as a parody of the British Judicial system?
17. Alice’s size keeps changing in the story. Sometimes too

big, sometimes too small. Imagine yourself too big and too
small. Use the bubbles to write what you would do in each
case.
18. What role does the garden play in Alice’s adventure in

wonderland?
19. What are the moral values for Alice in Wonderland?
20. Who was your favourite character and why?
21. What is the significance of the garden in the story?
22. Describe how Alice in Wonderland is trying to remain a

good girl throughout the story.
23. The gardeners are not people. What are they?

